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Haddock: Polyadic uniqueness

(1) the rabbit in the hat

a. [the rabbit in u]ν
b. [the hat ν is in]u

Haddock’s (1987) observation: the description in (1)
refers to R2, despite undefinedness of ‘the hat’

Stone & Webber (1996): indeed, polyadicity totally gen-
eral; e.g., (2) refers to the rightmost table

(2) the table with the apple and the banana

a. [the table with u and ν ]w
b. [the apple s.t. w is with it and ν ]u
c. [the banana s.t. w is with u and it]ν

Haddock’s intuition: description as
Constraint Satisfaction Problem

How to derive compositionally?

x y
rabbitx
iny x
haty

Decomposed definite
Hypothesis: Definite determiner lexically factored
into distinct referent-introducing and quantificational
components


G if ���{д ν | д ∈ G}��� = 1
# otherwise

1ν {ν 7→ x | hatx}

someν hat
theν

Fragment

Item Type Denotation

someu (e � Dt ) � Ke λcλkλд.
⋃{k x д′ | x ∈ De , 〈T, д′〉 ∈ c x дu 7→x}

1u Fα λmλд: |{д′u | 〈a, д′〉 ∈mд}| = 1.mд

theu K(e�Dt )�Ke λkλд. 1u (k someu )д
estu (e � e � t) � Fα λoλmλд. {〈a, д′〉 ∈mд | ¬∃〈b, h′〉 ∈mд. o (h′u) (д′u)}
Mν Fα estu (@) ≡ λmλд. {〈a, д′〉 ∈mд | ¬∃〈b, h′〉 ∈mд. h′u @ д′u}

K
ρ
α ≡ (α � ρ) � ρ

Dα ≡ д � {α ∗ д}
Fα ≡ Dα � Dα

Derivations

1u

1ν
{ν 7→ x
u 7→ y

��� hatx , raby , inx y
}

someu
rabbit

in {ν 7→ x | hatx}

someν hat

theu

theν

(3) the rabbit in the hat

Step 1: The indefinite component of ‘the’ builds a set of
potential witnesses for the nominal, here, ‘hat’

Step 2: The outer indefinite constrains this set to just
those hats with rabbits in them, and adds a discourse
marker to the model associated with the new rabbits

Step 3: Only then do the uniqueness checks take action,
ensuring a unique hat-with-rabbit and rabbit-in-hat,
respectively

(4) the rabbit in the biggest hat

Steps 1–2: As before

Step 3: The superlative operator filters out alterna-
tives that are dominated in the choice of ν , i.e. those
that assign ν to a smaller individual than some other
alternative does

Step 4: The cardinality tests then ensure a unique rab-
bit in that unique largest rabbit-containing hat

1u

1ν ◦ Sν
{ν 7→ x
u 7→ y

��� hatx , raby, inx y
}

someu
rabbit

in {ν 7→ x | hatx}

someν hat

theu

the biggestν

Mu ◦ 7u

Mν ◦ 3ν
{
ν 7→ X
u 7→ Y

���� hatsX , rabsY , inX Y
}

someu
rabs

in {ν 7→ X | hatsX}

someν hats

theu
sevenu

theν
threeν

(5) the seven rabbits in the three hats

Steps 1–2: As before

Step 3: 3ν guarantees that the alternative outputs
contain, across them, three distinct atomic hats
stored at ν ; Mν discards any outputs that don’t map
u to the entire triplet

Step 4: 7u tests that cumulatively contained in these
three entities are seven rabbits; Mu leaves only the
outputs mapping u to the total heptatomic hare

Superlatives

(6) the rabbit in the biggest hat

a. [the rabbit in x]y
b. [the hat bigger than any hat with a non-y rabbit]x
c. ≈ ‘the rabbit in the biggest hat with a rabbit in it’

Su = λG . {д ∈ G | ¬∃д′ ∈ G . size (д′u) > size (дu)}
1ν {ν 7→ x | x = ιx : hat. ¬∃y : hat. y > x}

1ν ◦ Sν {ν 7→ x | hatx}

someν hat
the biggestν

Numerals
(7) the seven rabbits in the three hats

a. [the rabbits in X ]Y ; |Y | = 7
b. [the hats Y are in]X ; |X | = 3
c. ≈ ‘the 7 rabbits in the 3 hats with rabbits in them’

Numerals at an index count the number of distinct
atoms across alternatives

3u = λG .

G if ���⋃{atoms (дu) | д ∈ G}��� = 3
∅ otherwise

Maximality as superlative: eliminates any alternatives
that are dominated by others in their choice of u

Mν = λG . {д ∈ G | ¬∃д′ ∈ G . дu @ д′u}
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